
Cash Flow Calculator Answer
What is the Contract Sum (or Price)?
What amount (if any) have you agreed for Variations and Adjustments to the Contract 
Sum?
Excluding any deposit, what amount have you actually paid the Builder to date?
What do you estimate is the value of work completed since the last payment?
Time Calculator Answer
When did the Builder start work?
What is the construction period (the working days) allowed to complete? (Exclude 
Saturdays, Sundays, public holidays, rostered days off and December 27 to January 6)
How many additional days (if any) are excluded?
How many days have you agreed as reasonable extensions of time?
Excluding today, what do you estimate as the number of working days to complete the 
works?
What is the weekly liquidated amount payable by the Builder for late completion?
Administration Calculator - Contract Compliance Answer
Did the Builder hold off claiming a payment until after providing insurance under the 
Home Building Compensation Fund?
Have you only signed post contract instructions, plans and specifications of additional work 
you want done?
Do you only pay for additional work if you signed a variation agreeeing the scope and 
price before the work was done?
Do you ask the Builder in writing when he expects to reach Practical Completion?
Do you claim liquidated damages (if any)?
Administration Calculator - Contract Remedies Answer
Do you only pay progress payment claims which accurately identify the work completed, 
variations and adjustments to the Contract?
Do you seek a deduction for deleted work?
Have you documented the project to give a valid notice of dispute if a dispute arises?
Have you documented the project to dispute a suspension if the work stops?
Have you documented the project to dispute Practical Completion as having been 
achieved?
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